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It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush 

fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 3 No 02 

 

November 3, 2013 
 

Is the Tea Party 
movement 
proceeding to 
topple GOP? 

 
 
 

On today’s “This Week With George                                                                                                        Photos by TCC Staff 

Stephanopoulos”, “Wall Street Journal” columnist, Peggy Noonan expressed the idea that the Tea Party was a 
new factor in American politics, a movement that doesn’t want to usurp a major political party but to 
eliminate it. Noonan went on to say, “A lot of people may be cruisin’ for a brusin’,” Noonan replied. “Big 

difference for the Tea Party now, and say, ’64 and Goldwater and 
’76 and Reagan. In’64 and ’76, Goldwater and Reagan both 
wanted to seize and control and win over the Republican Party. 
The Tea Party now shows signs of not wanting to win it, but of 
wanting to topple it over, wanting to do away with it. That is 
something new in our politics. It’s going to get fought out over the 
next few years.” 
 
Local members of the St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP) have, for 
some time now, held the belief that Tea Party members who join 
the GOP are far more likely to be absorbed by the GOP than to 
transform it. And, Republican candidates who run as Tea Party are 

far more likely to submit to GOP party leadership than to retain their Tea Party principles. A notable Tea Party 
candidate in the State of Florida that illustrates the phenomena is Gov. Rick Scott. Gov. Scott ran as a Tea 
Party candidate and during the early part of his administration demonstrated his allegiance to the people who 
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elected him. As the second half of his current term began, he started distancing himself from the Tea Party by 
supporting issues contrary to the concerns of the Tea Party movement. The last time the Gov. appeared in St. 
Augustine, he totally ignored the Tea Party presence. [See “Governor Scott Returns to Flagler College” April 2, 
2013 in this publication Ed]  

The Tea Party escapes blame 
The people despise the Washington elite 
Public sees both political parties and the White House as responsible for the Obamacare debacle 
and the government shutdown 
 GOP fails to take the lead 
The Town Criers report that the Tea Party continues to be the hope of the people. The Town Criers, once 
again, appeared in the historic district of St. Augustine Florida as they do each weekend to compare 
the visitor’s opinions as to what is being reported in the establishment media. The Town Criers are a 
committee of the SATP. [See “A look at Town Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] 
 
There is a huge difference between the Tea Party movement and the Republican Party. The Tea Party supports 
limited, fiscally responsible and constitutional government. The Republican Party, clearly, demonstrates 
policies that do not meet these criteria. The Town Criers were asked to comment on Peggy Noonan’s remarks 
regarding the Tea Party toppling the GOP, “We do not believe that is the goal of the Tea Party to eliminate the 
Republicans. Tea party Republicans such as Ted Cruz are not there to fracture and cause discourse within the 
party. Tea Party activists are not, by design, out to destroy the GOP. Having said 
that, we believe that the GOP and the Democratic Party will be reduced to 
minority parties in the near future. It makes no sense to us that there should be 
two progressive parties. It will not be the elected Tea Party Republicans or Tea 
Party operatives who will topple the GOP. The Tea Party Movement is ‘in the 
people’ and it will be the people who will reject the progressive Republicans. A 
coalition of blue dog Democrats, fiscal Republicans, Libertarians and 
Independents will, over the next several years, emerge into a new majority 
party. If Noonan really understands the emergence of the Tea Party movement 
being of, and ‘in’ the People, then she is correct. The Tea Party, the People, will 
topple the GOP.” 
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November 12, 2013 
 

Thrasher meets with 
Tea Party constituents 
2nd amendment preservation 
act topic of conversation 
 
 
Tea Party representatives and other liberty minded groups, from each County in State Sen. John Thrasher’s 
district, met with the Senator at his district office in St. Johns County. The purpose of the meeting was the 
discussion of the proposed act known as “The Second Amendment Preservation Act”. They presented the 
Senator with petitions and lists of supporting organizations. It was clear that substantial numbers of Floridians 

and, particularly, the Senator’s constituents were deeply concerned 
with the overreach of federal power. In particular, concerns with the 
overreach of the federal government in Second Amendment issues. A 
petition was presented to the senator with the hopes that he would 
sign it. Thatcher informed the group that he does not sign any 
petitions or anything that will limit his options. He also informed the 
group that, as Chairman of the Rules Committee, he tries not to 
introduce or sponsor legislation, as it can create problems for him 
during the process. Thatcher clearly indicated, however, that he 
would support the legislation if it were introduced. The Senator  

Photos by TCC Staff                                          stated that the National Rifle Association’s endorsement may be 
necessary for a successful conclusion. 
 

Is Thrasher in line for Lieutenant Governor Position? 
During the course of the meeting Thrasher brought up the rumor of his candidacy for Lt. Governor. He 
revealed that he had no interest in running for that position and that he planned to run again for his seat in 
the Senate come the next election. 

The issue:  Is power from the top or “We the People”? 
One of Thrasher’s legislative assistants, who wished to remain anonymous, listened in on the meeting and tried 

to make the point that our issue of Federal overreach should be addressed with our US Representatives and 

Senators, rather than at the State level. One member reminded the Senator that the states existed before the 

federal government. That the ‘several states and the people’ is where the push back should begin. Later, those in 

attendance expressed concern as to whether the Senator and those around him understood the 10
th

 amendment. 

Or, were they trying to skirt the 10
th

 Amendment issue? The liberty minded delegation clearly believes that it is 

time to stop the Federal government’s overreach by pushing back at the State level. It is clear to this reporter 

that the issue has only just begun regarding “The Second Amendment Preservation Act.” 
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Wyllie for Florida 
Governor: 
A Ray of Hope? 
  
The guest speaker at the open meeting 
of the Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP) 
on Nov. 12, 2013 was Adrian Wyllie, 
Libertarian Candidate for Governor. 
Right out of the box, Wyllie challenged 
the Tea Party audience with the 
question: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           Photos by TCC Staff 

Why vote for a Libertarian when that will just split the Republican vote? 
 
 Why vote for a Libertarian when that will just split the Republican vote and the progressive Democrats will 
win? Wyllie’s answer was: Both Gov. Rick Scott and Charlie Crist are Republican Progressives. It does not 
matter which one of them wins. They both love big government and stand for the same things. This statement 
was challenged by St. Johns County Republican State Committeeman, Bob Veit, who basically pleaded with the 
Tea Partiers not to ‘split the vote’ and pointed to Ken Cuccinelli’s loss in Virginia. 
 
 A Wyllie supporter from Jacksonville jumped up and shouted, “That’s not true”, or something to that effect. 
He continued, “The GOP failed to support their candidate because he was Tea Party. The Libertarian candidate 
took more votes from the Democrats than he did from the Republicans”.  
 

Then it was off to the races with a short list of campaign promises: 
1.    Candidate Wyllie promised to Veto any legislation that was not Constitutional. 
2.    He would propose the Florida Interstate Commerce Act that would immunize businesses, such as    
manufacturing, from Federal regulations.      
3.    He would cut the budget by 30%. 
4.    He would change the culture of “The government can do anything”, to self- reliance. 
5.    He would stop Influence Peddling and Fraud in government. 

  
Wyllie then stopped and said: “I hate to say it, but I am a politician. I hate the word.” Then, Wyllie added a few 
personal anecdotes of how he no longer has a driver’s license. Once he found out that Florida licenses, which 
have a gold star, have digital facial recognition and are put into a national data bank which can identify the 
driver in a passing car, he dropped his license. This was contested by Attorney General Pam Bondi. Yet, 
Mr. Wyllie still drives without a license. “He has demonstrated, definitively, to be a champion of individual 
‘Civil Rights’ and is willing to push back against the growing federal and state, ‘police state’,” a supporter said.  
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Wyllie related how the Libertarians helped push for and pass the Freedom from Unwarranted Surveillance Act 
in Florida. A young man in the audience said that the drones are still circling his house. Wyllie told him to call 
his local Sheriff and referred him back to the law he just cited, Article 1, section 12. 
  
Wyllie surprised the audience with the statement that Common Core has already been enacted, by a sleight of 
hand, ‘in the night’, with the addition of one sentence in SB 1076 which says, “Sunshine standards shall now 
be Common Core”. He chided both Democrats and Republicans for conning all Floridians with the installation 
of this extraordinarily expensive educational boondoggle. 
  
The audience generally agreed with Wyllie that the Republican argument that a vote for the Libertarian 
Candidate Wyllie would not necessarily mean a victory for the Democrats. “Libertarian voters are split 
between the GOP and the Democratic Party, a fact that the Republicans fail to point out,” an aid for Wiley 
said. “Consider that, 300,000 Floridians have lost their health insurance because of the gangsters in DC, and 
there has been absolutely no ‘push-back’ from Governor Scott or Atty. Gen.  Bondi.  
Scott should be impeached and Bondi fired,” Dave Heimbold stated. 
  
Before the closing of the meeting, Chairman Thate pointed out the Republicans often invite Libertarians and 
Tea Party members to join their ranks. However, when Tea Party members win primaries the Republican Party 
often fails to support them preferring a Democratic win to a Tea Party win. John Stevens, a Republican Liberty 
Caucus (RLC) Libertarian, won the primary election as State Committeeman in the last election. Party elites 
overturned the election. Four years ago John Stevens was photographed wearing a shirt pin with Ron Paul’s 
name on it. This was shortly after John McCain was nominated. [Instrumental in Steven’s removal from the 
Republican Executive Committee (REC) was State Chairman Jim Greer. Jim Greer was later convicted and 
confessed to absconding with party funds. Mr. Greer was closely associated with Charlie Crist while Chairman.  
A loyalty oath provision, at the time, literally prohibited free speech. That portion of the oath has been 
rescinded. ED]  
 
The Stevens’ victory was over-turned by ‘nit-picking’ Rinos bent on keeping RLC members off the REC board. 
The former State Committeeman, Randy Covington, won nearly as many votes as John Stevens, but could not 
be seated because he had been removed from the REC. According to insiders, his removal was for ‘dirty tricks’ 
and that left Mr. Veit, who had the least votes. The SATP Chair reached out to State Committeeman Veit, and 
reassured him that this was not a personal attack on his reputation.   
 
“All in all, it was an exciting evening,” remarked an attendee as she left the meeting. “I love being with people 
who share common beliefs and who are looking for the truth. Mr. Wyllie is a decent man and deserves all 
Conservative’s votes. I’m tired of the Republicans double-mindedness and lack of courage”. 
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November 16, 2013 

Obama Lies 
The Tea Party enthusiastically accepted 
 
Today the Tea Party was warmly accepted on St. George Street in historic St. Augustine Florida. The Town 
Criers introduced a new sign which simply stated, “Obama Lies”. The conservative media has been advancing 
this idea since the rollout of Obamacare.  The public readily embraced the idea. “I agree”, was heard up-and-
down the street as the Criers passed by. Hundreds of photographs were taken. These photos are instantly 

posted on Internet social networks ‘live’ from St. George Street. The Town Criers are a committee of the 
Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP). [See “A look at Town Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 
2013 Ed] 
 

Afternoon showers did not 
deter the tourists 
Town Criers remain on duty 

Photos by TCC Staff 
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The media is awakening, slowly. 
The people are already there! 
 
The major media outlets have acted as propagandists for the Obama White House, for the past five years. The 
‘old’ establishment media has done everything in its power to misrepresent the Tea Party movement which 
was birthed in reaction to Obama Care. The Republican Party won over 600 seats in the State and Federal 
Legislative bodies with Tea Party votes. Plus, more State Governorships. But then, the Republican 
establishment turned on their most active supporters in the Tea Party Movement. “They joined their 
progressive friends in the Democratic Party and are now calling tea partiers racists, terrorists and extremists. 
Karl Rove and John McCain are perfect examples of ‘users’. They are two pilot fish swimming ‘point’ for the 
‘shark’ called party loyalty. They have a ravenous appetite for votes at any cost. Despite the constant assault 
by both parties, establishment journalists and political hacks like Rove and McCain, the public has refused to 
be indoctrinated, stated Dave Heimbold, SATP media chairman.  
 
There’s a new voice in town. It’s been called the ‘Breitbart phenomenon’. Andrew Breitbart, the late street 
wise media guru, encouraged people to become citizen journalists. The effectiveness of the Internet, coupled 
with this phenomenon, has been observed ‘in the people’. Continuing Mr. Heimbold said, “The people get it! 
Politicians lie, Obama lies, Democrats lie and Republicans lie. They use up and spit out their friends and the 
wounded. But the people get it. In spite of attacks from all quarters, the Tea Party retains the goodwill of “We 
the People”. Slowly, but surely, the major media sharks will turn and eat up their own. Rove, McCain, Obama 
and their lackey followers have had their day in the sun. Night approaches, a new day dawns. Long live the 
Constitution. The Resistance lives!” 
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November 20, 2013 
 

“Are you, or have you ever been, 

  A member of the Communist Party”? 
 

   Communist Coup in D.C.? Tea Party agrees! 
  
  
  
  

Before Rush Limbaugh was, “We were", quips Dave Heimbold, Media Guy for the Saint Augustine Tea Party. 
"Many of our members were born in the late 1930's and early 40's, before Rush Limbaugh entered the Cold 
War era through the birth canal. We experienced WW2, the Korean War and the start of the Cold War with 
the Soviet Union. We ducked our heads under school desks in Civil Defense Drills. And we knew where the A-
Bomb shelters were located.  So, when Barack Hussein Obama came on the scene, it didn't take 5 years to call 
him out as a Communist. We, children of the 'Greatest Generation', knew instantly that he was, and is, a 
Communist. For God's sake, he lectured on Saul Alinsky’s, Rules for Radicals." 
  
Rush Limbaugh said, on his October 15th show, "It feels like we've lost a war to a communist country. It's 
almost like there's been a coup." He wasn't taking about a chicken coup (for you who live in Rio Linda) but a 
coup d’état. For the low information readers, that's when a government is toppled. 
  
The Town Criers of the Saint Augustine Tea Party, felt the new anti-American venom from an unexpected 
arena; that is, from the National Park Rangers on the grounds of the Castillo de San Marcos. The Town Criers 
were profiled and harassed five times over a two year period, preceding the 'shutdown', the incidents at the 
WW2 Memorial and Yellow Stone. 
  
  
On this past 4th of July, in the midst of a crowd of 15,000 fireworks spectators, four Town Criers dressed in 

1776 costumes were stopped by a Park Ranger and given a $225. Federal Citation for not having a 'Special Use 

Permit'. Smokey Bear, with the Ranger hat, had now become Comrade Obama's police. (See full article in 

archives of Town Crier Vol. 2 #10. 

Strange things going on in the ‘Soviet States of America’, today. 
 Back in the early 1950’s everyone knew about the “Cold War” where the United States and the Soviet Union 

were engaged in a power struggle for the minds of men and women: like the woman pictured below is from 

the USSR and lived under the yoke of Communism. It was a war of ideology; good versus evil, freedom vs. 

communism, individualism vs. the collective. 
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 Never, of those who lived in those days, would anyone conceive 

that the American people would elect a full blown, unashamed 

Communist as the President of the United States. Barack Hussein 

Obama’s campaign slogan was FORWARD, the marching order of 

the Left for decades. Barack bragged that he was the Community 

organizer. And, for one time in memory, he wasn’t lying. His 

mother was a Communist, his white Grandparents were 

Communist. Barack campaigned in Kenya for his Communist 

brother, Raila Odinga, in his unsuccessful run for President of 

Kenya. And, yes, there is an arm’s length of other Communist 

friends like Valerie Jarrett, Frank Marshall Davis, too long to 

mention here. 

Danger from both the Right and the Left in calling 

Obama a Communist. 

Photos by TCC Staff                                                                                                                                                                     

No one has ever heard Barack Hussein Obama calling himself a Communist. Nor, did Rush Limbaugh openly 

call Obama a Communist. Rush said, “It ‘feels like’ we have lost the country to a Communist coup…” It’s like 

both sides are dancing around the point of the pin. Neither has the courage to call a spade, a spade…and for 

good reason.  

If Obama openly congratulates his comrades on the takeover of the United States, the vast numbers of the 

senior voters, of both parties, would be furious about the deception and call for him to be removed from 

office. Thus, he has to deceive the public by conning them with false, utopian promises. 

If Rush were actually to say, “ Obama is a Communist’, he would be crucified by the media and the Rinos who 

would immediately call him a lunatic, a McCarthite, and dig up all the trashy talking points from the 50’s. 

So, I guess it is left up to us to say it loud and clear, “Obama is a Communist”, hoping that one day, before it is 

too late, the Country will wake up. Meanwhile, we will ask you this question “How do you like your 

introduction to the Communist way of life in experiencing the opening days of Obamacare? Do you what more 

of this madness?” If not, join the Tea Party or one of the many other patriotic organizations that put the 

Constitution above mob rule and vote out the ‘fellow travelers’, from both parties, in the next election.  
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Guest Editorial 
 

November 21, 2013 
 
 

His Disgracefulness 
 
His Disgracefulness* has decided not to go to the 150th anniversary of 
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. That should come as no surprise. He was 
invited to come a year ago, but can't manage to spare any of his time to 
commemorate the bloody battle which proved to be the turning point of 
the American Civil War. The people who planned the memorial event are 
upset His Disgracefulness* is not working them into his schedule. They are not looking at this correctly. 
 
Gettysburg is sacred, hallowed ground for several reasons. Having His Disgracefulness*, that lying, duplicitous, 
antithesis of all that is America, trod the soil at Gettysburg, walking among the graves of those many 
Americans who gave their lives there for what they believed - whether they were wearing blue or grey - would 
be an outrage and a sacrilege. His Disgracefulness* making remarks at Gettysburg would be like Hugh Hefner 
being the featured speaker at a Mother Theresa memorial, or Bernie Madoff giving an ethics seminar at an 
accountant's convention. Only worse. 
 
The people at Gettysburg should be greatly relieved their invitation was declined. I don't understand why they 
ever invited him in the first place. His Disgracefulness*, that ever-dissembling 'Cloward'*, Marxist fraud, and 
worst electoral mistake America has ever made, has no business at Gettysburg, for he would but tell some lies 
and then declare his remarks were on a par with Lincoln's.  

If the Gettysburg commemoration committee had asked me to come and speak, here's how I would have 
begun my remarks: 

"Eleven score and seventeen years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, conceived in 
liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Now, again, we are engaged in a great 
civil war, testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure."* 

*Words, for the most part, by Abraham Lincoln, Gettysburg Address, November 19, 1863. 'Cloward' by His 
Disgracefulness, 2009 and counting. 
 
God help America. 

John Knapp         
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 Open Letter to: 
 Unified Sportsmen of Florida, NRA Affiliate and the National Rifle Association  
 
The Florida Citizens Alliance and supporters of Florida’s 2nd Amendment Preservation 
proposed bill invite and urge the Unified Sportsmen of Florida, NRA Affiliate, and the NRA to 
join the thousands of Florida citizens who have signed petitions and urged their FL Legislators 
to support this bill. This FL 2nd Amendment Preservation bill utilizes the entire US 
Constitution, including Article 1, Sec. 8 and the 10th Amendment/ State Sovereignty to 
protect our God-Given right, guaranteed by the 2nd Amendment. The Urgency is now; the 
Time is now!  
Federal Government overreach affects the right of Floridians to keep and bear arms for self-
defense in many ways. Just consider the National Defense Authorization Act, the Patriot Act, 
Federal Buildings and Ground Improvement Act, NRA- Untold Story of Katrina, Illegal House 
Searches in Boston, 70 Federal agencies with armed Swat teams, the Militarization of our 
Police Forces, the Federal Stockpiling of military weapons and ammunition, and the purging of 
military leaders. When taken together with the recent 2nd Amendment Presidential executive 
orders, his continuous threats to sidestep Congress, the US Small Arms treaty that John Kerry 
just signed, Congressional threats to infringe with new gun controls, and NSA tracking Credit 
Card Transactions, we are rapidly losing our individual God-given rights to protect our life, 
liberty and property.  
The 2nd Amendment guarantees our right of self-defense and the ability to stand against 
tyranny. We have a 10th Amendment because our founders knew Federal overreach and lust 
for power would happen and they brilliantly provided State Sovereignty as the balance of 
Power. The 10th Amendment is clearly part of the Constitution that all elected FL Legislators 
swore an oath to protect and defend. Ten(10) States so far have passed laws to use State 
Sovereignty to stand up to Federal Executive, Congressional and even Judicial overreach to 
protect the 2A rights of their citizens. Nineteen (19) more States had bills in process in 2013.  
It is time for Florida to take this step to protect the 2nd Amendment rights of its citizens’ 
before it is too late! After all, The Florida House found it useful to pass a 2013 2Amendment 
House Memorial (Resolution) declaring State Sovereignty to protect our 2nd Amendment. A 
memorial has no teeth, but why now in the face of continued overreach would the NRA object 
to putting some teeth into a Law to make the resolution real. AND… What happens when the 
President, in all likelihood, remixes the ideological philosophy of the Supreme Court to a 6-3 
liberal court? The only peaceful answer to protecting our 2nd Amendment and most of the 
Constitution will be State Sovereignty, guaranteed in our Bill of Rights and the US 
Constitution. It will never get easier than today for the Florida Legislators and Governor to 
protect these 2A rights of our citizens.  
We urge The Unified Sportsman of FL and the NRA to support the concept of this bill now. The 
National Association for Gun Rights and Gun Owners of America has formally announced their 
support.  
In liberty,  
Signed by Florida Citizens Alliance Leaders and many Florida Citizens 
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November 23, 2013 
 

 
 

On Friday November 22, 2013, in cities 
housing Federal Reserve Buildings across 
the nation, rallies were organized to raise 
awareness and provide information about 
the nature of the Federal Reserve, and how 
the Fed’s policy affects our economy in 
recognition of the 100th Anniversary of the 
Federal Reserve Act. The organizers of the 
event were Travis and Destoni Wilson and John Yowan.                                                                    Photos by TCC Staff 
Heather Preysz procured the speakers for the event in Jacksonville, Florida The rally took place in front of the 
Federal Reserve building at 800 Water St. in downtown Jacksonville. The nondescript building pictured above 
provided, from a distance, no clue as to the nature of the occupant of the building. One liberty minded 
attendee quipped, “Thieves do not advertise.” Because this event was scheduled for Saturday, November 23, 
the building was largely empty of employees. One notable exception is the guard on the roof, pictured in the 
thumb print, top center. Speaking at the event was Libertarian Gubernatorial Candidate, Adrian Wyllie, 
pictured above in the white shirt and tie. Also speaking was Josh Tolley a national syndicated radio talk show 
host pictured next to Wyllie. Approximately 50 people were present for the event. Both speakers conceded 
that it was not likely that the Fed would be overturned by the current political climate in Washington. They 
called for a new wave of enterprising spirit encouraging people to move away from having jobs and instead 
starting businesses. Basing the economy on debt and a fiat currency instead of wealth creating will lead to 
hyperinflation. Both speakers saw the Federal Reserve system as being in its death throes.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 
 
 
 
 
                      
The Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP) sent its Town Criers to participate in 
the “End the Fed” event. The Town Criers are a committee of the SATP. [See 
“A look at Town Crier’s history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] 
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What’s behind the mask? 
Town Criers have met the dark side, Is 

there a really a different side? 
The Town Criers have met the dark side behind the Guy Fawkes 
masks during their encounter with the “Occupy St. Augustine” 
activities in November, 2011. During November and December 
the Town Criers engaged the Communist organized Occupier 
activities in their city. From behind those masks, the Criers were 
exposed to the hateful contempt from the Communists and the 
Anarchists. [See “The Occupy St. Augustine group stages their                                                Photos by TCC Staff 
first event” on November 5th, 2011 TCCR Vol 1 No 2 ED]  
 
So why were the Guy Fawkes masks at the “End the Fed” event in Jacksonville, Florida which was 
sponsored by Liberty minded people? To get the answer, this reporter interviewed the three individuals 
pictured above. Based on conversation it became apparent that they had some respect for the 
Constitution and individual Liberty. They saw Communism and Fascism and their opposite anarchism as 
forms of tyranny. Two of the individuals appeared to be mother and son. They wore the masks to ensure 
their identity would be protected from the police state we now live in or will soon be upon us , depending 
on your view. They were really concerned about being photographed. The other individual revealed that 
he was a member of Anonymous. He has their logo on his T-shirt. According to Forbes, Anonymous 
collective is a group of hacktivists, whistleblowers, marchers and occupiers set to defend humanity. One 
cyber-zealot divided the world of Anons [Anonymous Ed] into two camps: “Moralfags and lulzfags. Moralfags 

attack and protest based solely on issues involving freedom on the internet and in real 
life,” he explained. “Lulzfags attack whoever the hell they want, whenever the hell they 
want, simply for the bonus of the lulz.” The idea of attacking targets for “the lulz,” or 
laughs, is the pattern of an anarchist. Another Anonymous member described the 
government of the United States of America as having been overtaken by a criminal cabal 
of foreign and domestic bankers. This union of big business and Government is the 

definition of fascism. The ultimate proof of this union, among many other indicators, is the banking bailouts 
first enacted by George W. Bush and continued by Obama and his administration.” Assessing the statement, 
most Tea Party members would tend to agree. However, after a lot of talk about restoring the Republic, 
restoring the Constitution and restoring the free market, the anonymous member revealed solutions to the 
problems that are collective in nature. The public good is superior to the individual interests. Corporate 
reform, for example, is seen as the elimination of stockholders and the corporate identities turned over to the 
workers. There also seems to be a problem with profits. “Anonymous is not an American idea”, a Tea Party 
member remarked. “Common problems with leftist solutions will not entice the Tea Party movement to the 
99% movement. Guy Fawkes masks have become a powerful symbol of global dissent. There is a sinister 
quality about the Guy Fawkes masks. People who hide often have something to hide. The patriots of the Tea 
Party do not hide. They are up front with their banner of hope. Their banner is the 
revolutionary banner of America. The people immediately respond to it. The Gadsden Flag has 
power,” said Dave Heimbold, Saint Augustine Tea Party Media Chairman 
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November 26, 2013 
 

Push back against the 
National Park 
Service’s tyranny…… 
Revisited 

 
On November 26th the Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP)            Photos by TCC Staff 
held its regular general meeting at the Village Inn in St. Augustine, Florida. The 
featured speaker was Jeffrey Grey. Mr. Grey explained that his political activist 
career started with photographing law enforcement officers while they 
performed their duties in what is commonly called ‘speed traps’. Grey was 
afforded this opportunity as he is an over the road semi truck driver. Mr. Grey 
explained that many law enforcement officers consider the act of 
photographing them to be illegal. In fact, photography is not a crime, not illegal 
and there is a state statute which supports the photographing of police officers 
as they perform their duties. Jeffrey Grey has expanded to become an advocate 
of the First Amendment rights. He asserts his rights to photograph law 

enforcement and also engages in public information issues by requesting 
information at police and sheriffs headquarters. Mr. Grey and his assistant, 
Thomas Covenant, provided those in attendance with some of the ‘do’s and 
don’ts’ when asserting your rights with law enforcement. In addition, various 
video cameras were demonstrated to those in attendance. Grey emphasized 
the importance of video when encountering public officials and law 
enforcement and he encouraged the use of multiple cameras.  
All this was of particular interest to the members of the Town Crier Committee, 
who are frequently on the streets and have had encounters with the National 

Park Service over a two-year period.  [See "Tea Party ordered off public 
sidewalk by Federal Agents" July 1, 2013 and “A look at Town Crier’s history” in 
this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] 

The discussion focuses on First 
Amendment violations in St. Augustine 
On July 4, 2013 the engagements with the Park Rangers resulted in the issuance 
of a citation. [See “Federal Agents Violate Saint Augustine Tea Party’s Civil 
Rights” article on July 4, 2013 in this publication Ed]  This publication attracted 
the attention of Jeffrey Grey. As a result, on July 8, 2013, Jeffrey Marcus Grey 
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went to the Castillo de San Marcos and, sure enough, was confronted by Chief Park Ranger Kimberly Mayo.  
Mr. Grey made an 11 minute video which he placed on you tube. The video has had 7750 plus hits at the time 
of this writing. It is clear from reviewing the video that Ms. Mayo completely lacks an understanding of the 
Constitution of the United States and her responsibilities to the oath she took to “Preserve Protect and 
Defend” the Constitution. The members present at the meeting reflected on the fact that this was the view of 
the National Park Service before mass media exposure. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXROF2mPF4A 

 

Action News picks up the story 
Channels 47, local CBS affiliate, and Channel 30 local Fox news affiliate, interviewed the Town Criers in a series 
of interviews that began on July 9, 2013. 

http://www.actionnewsjax.com/mostpopular/story/Local-tea-party-member-says-National-Park-
Service/Tsv92JAJrkaHEoEtWJHGpQ.cspx 

 
According to an anonymous source within the National Park 
Service, their office at the Castillo de San Marcos was 
overwhelmed with complaints. The Town Crier personnel at the 
Tea Party meeting reflected on their experience with the public 
and the First Amendment. “Nothing raises the anger of the public 
quicker than law enforcement infringing on free speech,” they 
said. The local print media, The St. Augustine Record, refused to 
cover this story. “The progressive media’s understanding of the 
First Amendment, apparently, is their view only and suppression 
of all others,” said SATP Media Chairman, Dave Heimbold.  

Photos by TCC Staff 

A meeting between the Saint Augustine Tea Party and 
the National Park Service resulted in the re-
establishment of the majority of the Fort grounds, in 
blue, as First Amendment Area in St. Augustine Florida. 
A small group of people stood up and defied unconstitutional 
Department of Interior regulations. The SATP’s featured speaker 
was one of those who resisted. [See article in this publication “The 
Fort Falls without Firing a Shot” dated 8-1-13 Ed] It was reported 
that there were six new, first time visitors present for Mr. Grey’s 
presentation. It was clear that all enjoyed revisiting the efforts to maintain liberty at the Castillo de San 
Marcos. The victory in St. Augustine preceded the assault in D.C., by the National Park Service on our World 
War II veterans, weeks later. Congressman DeSantis has addressed this issue by requesting an explanation, 
from the Department of the Interior, as to why they harassed the Tea Party at the Castillo. A Tea Party 
spokesman concluded this interview with the following words: “It is time to push back. Tyranny is at our 
doorstep. It is time to push back. We can no longer remain silent. It is time to stand up and demand a 
government that respects the Constitution of the United States. The Thanksgiving Season is nearly here. We 
reflect on our blessings and thank Providence who has given us the task to awaken America. We are engaged 
in a great struggle, it is time to push back tyranny wherever it raises its ugly head.”  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXROF2mPF4A
http://www.actionnewsjax.com/mostpopular/story/Local-tea-party-member-says-National-Park-Service/Tsv92JAJrkaHEoEtWJHGpQ.cspx
http://www.actionnewsjax.com/mostpopular/story/Local-tea-party-member-says-National-Park-Service/Tsv92JAJrkaHEoEtWJHGpQ.cspx
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November 30, 2013 
 

The Messiah is toast 
Today, the day after Black Friday, St. George 
Street in the historic district of St. Augustine 
Florida was flooded with people beginning their 
celebration of the holiday season. Gray skies and 
temperatures near 60 caused them to bundle up 
in sweaters and jackets. But, their spirits swelled 
at the site of the Tea Party presence. It’s thumbs up                                                                          Photos by TCC Staff 
for the Tea Party, as pictured in the center photo above, as the approval for the Messiah in the White House 
plummets. “The Messiah is toast,” the Town Criers announced. “Obama lies” is almost the universal opinion 

on the streets of St. Augustine. . The Town Criers are a 
committee of the SATP. [See “A look at Town Crier’s 
history” in this publication August 24, 2013 Ed] 
 
Of course there are a few Obama faithful. They start out 
with, “Why don’t you get a life?”  Crier answers, “I have 
one. It’s to stamp out the 100 years of progressive 
ideas.” Obama faithful replies angrily with, “You people 
just hate gays.” Crier responds, “Have you ever in your 
life had an original thought?” “Of course, I’ve had 
many,” is the reply. Town Crier, “Then why do you 

respond with talking points?” This reporter actually heard this dialogue today. “This is the kind of discussion 
which is prevalent when dealing with Marxists. Their conversations are with talking points usually irrelevant to 
the question at hand and they hide behind political correctness. This is true even in the hallowed halls of 
academia. It is our job to expose them,” a Town Crier stated. According to the Criers, more photographs were 
taken today than at any time in their experience. This reporter witnessed a continual procession of people 
eager to take photographs and share them on the social media network. 
 
The woman pictured with her daughter, between the two 
Town Criers is Ana Rios. [Picture on right] Ms. Rios was born in 
Cuba and has lived under its communist tyranny. She was 
attracted to the sign and is greatly concerned with the 
communists so prevalent in America. She recently returned to 
Cuba to visit her family. She was shocked at the extreme level 
of poverty the communist system has produced there. While 
there, she took pictures of a ration coupon book. “If Obama is 
successful in his agenda, there will be a lot more than 
healthcare being rationed,” she remarked. [We hope this very 
personable and knowledgeable woman will share her personal 
experiences with communism in this publication Ed] 
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Important Notice: To those readers who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this 
Report at the end of the month. However, this publication is now on the Saint Augustine Tea Party Website.  
Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the 
Website. For Historic City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP 
link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 

individual Liberty. 
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see 

the awakening of America.      

 Lance L. Thate, 

Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  LThate@comcast.net       

Town Crier Committee Chairman        www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org                                     

 Please send this on if only to one person.                                                                        

Copyright 2013. All right reserved by Lance Thate. Pictures may be used with permission and accreditation 

I WANT 

YOUR 

LIBERTY 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations not currently deductable. 

 

       Donations 

not currently deductable. 

 

The Goal of 

Socialism is 

Communism 

http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/
mailto:LThate@comcast.net
http://www.saintaugustineteaparty.org/

